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This study clarifies and enhances the social work profession's interventions with adolescent sexual offenders. The rationale for undertaking this research is to intervene in the cycle of violence and help protect children from suffering harm through being sexually abused.

Statement of the Research Problem

Studies of children referred for sexual victimization indicate that 23 percent to 26 percent of these molestations are committed by adolescents (Allard-Dansereau et al., 1997; Dubé & Hébert, 1988; Dubowitz et al., 1992). A majority (56 percent) of abused boys are assaulted by an adolescent (Showers et al., 1983; Rogers & Terry, 1984). While males represent 25 percent to 33 percent of sexually abused children (Rogers & Terry, 1984; Sedlack & Broadhurst, 1996), they represent 95 percent of sexually assaultive adolescents (Fehrenbach et al., 1986; Wasserman & Kappel, 1985).

Without appropriate intervention, sexually assaultive adolescents are at risk to continue their behavior. Between 50 percent and 62 percent of adult male sexual offenders report they first acted out sexually as teens (Abel et al., 1993; Groth et al., 1982; Prentky & Knight, 1993, Rubinstein et al., 1993). Thus, intervention with adolescent sexual offenders is critical to prevent further victimization and trauma for children and prevent adolescent sexual offenders from progressing into more entrenched adult sexual offending.

Perpetrators' lack of empathy for those they victimize is a key, but understudied, concept in intervention with sexual offending (Hanson, In press; Marshall & Barbaree, 1990). Researchers and clinicians emphasize the need to measure victim empathy (situational empathy) rather than general empathy (dispositional empathy), in sexual offenders (Marshall et al., 1996; Marshall et al., 1995; Roys, 1997). Strengthening victim empathy has been identified as critical to
Relapse prevention (National Task Force, 1993; Pithers, 1999).

Empathy is now recognized as a multi-dimensional construct (Davis, 1983; Williams, 1990). Theorists argue that strengthening cognitive empathy, typically addressed in sexual offender treatment, is not adequate to prevent recidivism (Hilton, 1993; Roys, 1997). Emotional empathy has been hypothesized as the more critical component of relapse prevention (Hilton, 1993). Existing studies of empathy in adolescent sexual offenders have measured general empathy only. The present study is the first to examine victim empathy in adolescent sexual offenders.

**Research Questions**

This study tested the role of victim empathy in victim-to-victimizer theory of male adolescent sexual offending (Ballantyne, 1993; Ryan et al., 1987). This theory posits that abused male children who do not resolve negative psychological effects of being abused (including reduced empathy for others), and who develop ineffective coping patterns (including externalizing behavior problems), may attempt to resolve their prior victimization by sexually offending against other children.

The present study tested the validity of this model for male adjudicated adolescent sexual offenders who had molested a child and/or assaulted a peer/adult. The study addressed the following research questions:

1. Is childhood maltreatment associated with victim empathy in adolescent child molesters/adolescent sexual offenders?
2. Are childhood maltreatment characteristics associated with victim empathy in adolescent child molesters/adolescent sexual offenders?
3. Are cognitive and emotional victim empathy associated with externalizing behaviors in adolescent child molesters/assailters?
4. Is childhood maltreatment directly and indirectly (as mediated by victim empathy) associated with externalizing behaviors in adolescent child molesters/assailters?

**Methodology**

As part of a larger research study, ninety-six adolescent sexual offenders in specialized outpatient and residential treatment (ages 13-20) were interviewed, and
they completed: (1) Childhood Trauma Questionnaire (CTQ, Bernstein & Fink, 1998), a measure of childhood maltreatment history; (2) Levinson Victim Empathy Scale (LVES, Levinson, 1994), a measure of victim empathy; and (3) Balanced Inventory of Desirable Responding (BIDR, Paulhus, 1991), a measure of social desirability response bias. Parents/therapists completed: (1) Child Behavior Checklist (CBCL, Achenbach, 1991), a measure of child and adolescent behavioral functioning.

The LVES (Levinson, 1994) is the only measure of victim empathy in sexual offenders that distinguishes cognitive and emotional empathy as separate factors. However, the original scale also proposed a third factor, which is not hypothesized by empirical or theoretical literature (Davis, 1983; Hilton, 1993; Pecukonis, 1990; Roys, 1997). Therefore, the scale’s items were re-analyzed prior to analysis of this study hypotheses.

First, decision criteria were developed for designating an item as measuring: (1) cognitive victim empathy, or (2) emotional victim empathy, based on the theoretical literature. The scale’s items were then re-categorized, and the resulting subsets of items were subjected to: (a) exploratory factor analysis, (b) item analysis, and (c) multiple groups confirmatory factor analysis (Nunnally & Bernstein, 1994). These analyses clearly supported a two-factor solution rather than the three-factor solution as originally proposed by Levinson (1994).

A second measurement problem was that asking adjudicated criminals to self-report their level of empathy for victims introduces a huge risk for biased responses, or social desirability response bias (Paulhus, 1991). Prior to analysis of study hypotheses, this bias was tested, following procedures recommended by Saunders (1991).

Results

The study found a differential relationship between response bias and type of victim empathy. Higher response bias (a tendency to present oneself in a positive light) was associated only with higher emotional victim empathy, and only for respondents in the outpatient settings. As recommended by Saunders (1991), these empathy scores were adjusted for this bias, and the adjusted scores were used in the remainder of the analyses.

There was a high rate of childhood maltreatment for this sample (88.5%). The maltreatment self-reported by these respondents took multiple forms, began at an early age, was severe, chronic, and frequently occurred at the hands of multiple
perpetrators. Burgess et al. (1987) contend that children who have not acknowledged and dealt with their own pain will not be able to experience empathy for others.

Few previous studies of adolescent sexual offenders have examined differences for offender subgroups. This study found a number of differences between adolescent offenders who had molested a child (termed *child molesters*) and those who had assaulted a peer and/or adult (termed *assaulters*), and between those in residential and outpatient treatment programs. Child molesters in this study were younger, more likely to have been sexually abused, more likely to have experienced multiple abuse, and less likely to have been neglected. Those in outpatient settings were younger, less likely to be assaulters, and more likely to have experienced no maltreatment. Demographic variables were entered into hierarchical regression models to control for these differences.

Hierarchical regression analyses showed that higher *cognitive* victim empathy was associated with longer time in treatment, after controlling for demographic characteristics, while there was no relationship between length of time in treatment and *emotional* victim empathy. This suggests that failure to control for time in treatment would misspecify these relationships.

The study detected few relationships between childhood maltreatment and victim empathy levels, and no relationship between victim empathy and externalizing behaviors. It may be that there was not enough variance in maltreatment history severity, nor in victim empathy levels to detect relationships.

**Utility for Social Work Practice**

The study’s findings suggest that future research on adolescent sexual offenders should include analysis of subgroup differences; control for demographic characteristics, including time in treatment; measure childhood maltreatment in greater detail; and test for response bias when measuring socially desirable responses. The current study’s limitations also provide direction for future research with this population, including recruiting a larger, younger sample; using a more reliable, less transparent measure of victim empathy; comparing abused and nonabused adolescent sexual offenders; recruiting a comparison group of abused non-offender adolescents; and measuring family and systemic responses to respondents’ childhood maltreatment.

This study’s findings have implications for intervention with abused children and adolescent sexual offenders. Intervention with abused male children should include assessment and intervention (as needed), for empathy development, anger
management, relationship skills, and acting out behaviors.

The primary goal of sexual offender treatment is to reduce the risk of further assaultive behavior. The high rate of childhood maltreatment found in this study suggests that to achieve that primary goal: (1) treatment with adolescent sexual offenders needs to include resolution of traumatic childhood experiences, (2) clinicians need to have skill and knowledge in treatment issues for abused and neglected children as well as intervention with sexual offending, and (3) longer treatment may be required to address both current offending and childhood history.

Practitioners may need to examine whether their treatment programs are adequately addressing development of both cognitive and emotional victim empathy. More research is needed on whether and how each type of empathy increases through treatment. Offenders’ potential to increase emotional empathy for others may be bounded by their ability to experience and recognize their own feelings. There is no current research on whether there are inherent limits to how much an offender’s emotional empathy can increase through treatment.

Conclusion

In conclusion, the current study addressed a number of methodological weaknesses of prior studies of empathy in adolescent sexual offenders, and provides direction for further research on this population. The findings suggest direction for intervention with abused children and adolescent sexual offenders. Intervention with adolescent sexual offenders is critical to preventing harm for children, and for interrupting the victim-to-victimizer process.
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